British Values
As a preschool we promote and support children to follow the four fundamental British
values
1.Democracy
2.Rule of law
3.Individual liberty
4.Mutual respect and tolerance
Democracy(PSED self confidence and Self Awareness)
Encourage children to understand that their view counts to listen to each others views and
respect another opinion and express when they do and do not,need support and help.
Demonstrate democracy in action.Include turn taking activities,collaborate games and
inquisitive and enquiring minds.
In the setting the children are given choices
”who would like to paint”
“I'm going to sing and play some instruments would anyone like to join me”
“When the sand timer runs out you have to let your friend have a turn on the bike”
“We love to bake together but we have to wait our turn to stir the mixture”
“The tummy ache game is fun but sometimes we have to be patient and wait for my turn to
roll the dice”
Rule of Law(PSED Managing feelings and behaviour)
Support children to understand their own behaviour and that of other children through
promoting “kind hands” consequences and learning right from wrong.codes of
behaviour-”good listening””kind hands and kind feet”.Sharing tasks such as snack
helpers,tidying up.
In the setting
“Tidy up time remember I'm watching to see who will get a tick on their chart”
“I'm a little busy please could you help your friend and put up a clean piece of paper on the
easel please”
“It's fun listening to our story I learn so much and I love to interact”
Individual liberty”PSED Self confidence and Self Awareness The world and People and
Communities”
Help children to develop a positive sense of being themselves.Provide opportunities to
increase confidence,self esteem and self worth through a wide range of activities which
practitioners can talk about,praise ,give encouragement to keep trying,thumbs up or well
done.

In the setting
“When I take Marley Bear home I love to show my pictures or drawings and tell all my friends
what we have done together”
“I love to get really messy in the paint”
“This is my dog from home is name is--------”
Mutual respect and tolerance”PSED managing feelings & behaviour and making
relationships and Understanding the World”
Help children to focus on people and the wider community.
In the setting
“We love to explore in our community garden in the village we have to be careful not to
squash all the plants the volunteers have planted.They like us to visit but we have to respect
all their hard work or they won’t want us to visit again”
“We have lots of lovely books some of our favourite ones are Handas Surprise we like to
learn all the names of the different fruits and have a taste of them. Were going on a lion hunt
we love the African animals but we are a bit scared sometimes that the lion will catch
us.Dear zoo we learn lots of descriptive words and feeling words.So Much is funny and its
lovely how everyone wants to hug,squeeze,kiss,play with the baby because they love him
So Much.”
“I have done the Hokey Cokey with the older people from the dementia group we have a
drink and a snack when we visit them”
“There are lots of books in the library but we have to be quiet because lots of people go to
look and read the books”
“We celebrate lots of festivals we like to try chinese food and make lanterns,it was fun
making pancakes at the preschool,we like to go on an egg hunt at Easter,we use the
coloured rice to make rangoli patterns when its Diwali,we make chocolate apples on Bonfire
night and we learn how to keep safe and how we love glitter at christmas.There are lots
more festivals we celebrate too.”

